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Introduction
Dear Colleague,
I am thrilled to welcome you to our CPD offer for 2021/2022.
The Alliance for Learning work to celebrate, support and connect
teachers and leaders in our profession and bring you the best possible training and support. We are
dedicated to bridging the gap between practice and research to equip our teachers and leaders with the knowledge and c
onfidence to do the best possible job for their children and young people.
We offer a raft of useful CPD and School to School support which complements our Teaching School Hub work (we
have two Teaching School Hubs; one for Trafford and Salford and one for Stockport and Manchester. Please find out
more by following these two links – here and here) and sits along side our SCITT ( School Centred Initial Teacher
Training) and our Maths Hub and RSHE Hub.
Collaboration and school improvement is at the heart of all we do. We have a large team and
are proud to be leading the way in innovative approaches to school to school support, meaningful professional developm
ent for teachers, ground-breaking research and development, and cutting-edge initial teacher
training through our SCITT. We are part of Bright Futures Educational Trust
We hope you will find our new CPD offer meets your needs for Early Years, Primary and Secondary settings and
please note we have a really good mix of facilitators from well-known professionals to wonderful colleagues in
our own schools.
All the best for a wonderful new academic year.
Best wishes,
Lisa Fathers
Director of Development, Partnerships & Teaching School Hubs
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Core Values
The Alliance for Learning is values driven; these underpin every decision that we make and reflect how we work.

Integrity

Passion

Community

We value and promote
integrity in all our actions,
partnerships and relationships.
It ensures we remain honest,
fair and do the right things for
the right reasons.

We value the enthusiasm,
drive and energy we have
in the pursuit of excellent
outcomes for all our
partner schools.

We work hard to
strengthen, respect,
connect with and
provide care for the
diverse community of
schools we serve.

Partnerships

Ambition

Innovation

We value and understand
that partnership is central to
who we are and what we do.
All our actions are centred
around building deep
sustainable relationships.

We have the ambition to
achieve consistently better
outcomes for ourselves
and our partners and the
drive to be the best in
everything that we do.

We value innovation in all
our work with stakeholders
and partners. This allows
our alliance to be agile and
thrive through creativity
and ingenuity.
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Our Partners
Partnership working is at the heart of what we do and we really value our strategic partners who work
closely with us to support us on our mission. We have many more partners, but for our training offer
these are our main ones:
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Continuing Professional Development
“Building a culture where professional learning is at the heart is shown to be highly effective. Colleagues within
schools or groups of schools where professional learning is embedded and is responsive are likely to flourish,
thereby enabling their students to thrive”
-

Alison Peacock, 2018[1].

The standard for teachers’ professional development (2016) is clear that as educators, we have a collectively responsibility to
improve our practice. The Alliance for Learning believes that continuing professional development is a fundamental part of
improving teachers practice and therefore, it should be prioritised by school leaders as part of their school improvement
journey.
Professional development should support teachers in developing their knowledge and expertise around evidence-informed
practice, so that they can confidently utilise educational research and evidence in order to become experts in their classroom,
supporting sustainable improvements in student outcomes. Investing time in developing your knowledge and skills helps
teachers to grow professionally, remain competent, effective and innovative within the classroom.
Continuing professional development is most effective when it involves collaboration with peers and is steeped in evidence and
research. Every professional development opportunity must seek to explore the collective expertise of the whole profession to be
able to better understand its effectiveness in the classroom. The Alliance for Learning supports this by offering a range of coaching
and mentoring programmes that will cultivate a culture of ongoing, effective, professional learning. Our programmes seek to
develop evaluative practitioners who are sufficiently equipped to consistently assess the impact of their practice and
professional development on the students they teach. Alongside this, our plethora of programmes extend teaching repertoires,
maximise performance in the classroom and develop and support school and system leaders to create a culture of professional
development that is rich in research.
All of our programmes at Alliance for Learning have received outstanding evaluations, are challenging, engaging and have
undergone rigorous quality assurance processes. Furthermore, as a responsive learning organisation, our programmes are
driven by and rapidly respond to what is at the forefront of educational change.

[1]

Weston, D and Clay, B. (2018) Unleashing Great Teaching: The secrets to the most effective teacher development. Routledge: Oxon
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EAL Hub Ltd
We are very pleased to be official partners with EAL Hub. EAL
HUB supports schools around the country and are pleased to
now offer a bespoke service to our alliance schools.
Through our EAL HUB partnership, we aim to provide a wide range of support
and training for EAL teachers, to promote equality, diversity and inclusion. EAL
HUB is dedicated to supporting schools to raise all outcomes for EAL / BAME pupils.
We provide a flexible service, tailored to meet the needs of your school. Schools can benefit from:
• Specialist advice and guidance around EAL / BAME
• EAL network meetings
• Team teaching to improve the quality of teaching and learning
• Consultancy/SLE services
• Learning mentor support for pastoral needs
• Guidance and support for supporting INA and Refugees
• Advice/support with cultural needs and enquiries
In addition to the support offered above, we are pleased to be offering a wide range of CPD and
training which is provided by Beth Southern. Beth is the creator of EAL HUB and is an experienced
EAL Consultant and one of our Specialist Leaders of Education (SLE) for EAL. She has a wealth
of experience across both primary and secondary, within the state sector and private education.
Beth was Head of EAL at a large inner-city academy in Manchester for 5 years and more recently
was Lead Teacher for EAL at a local council. Beth has worked with EAL pupils for the last 15 years
and has a wide range of experience of working with International Schools around the world.
The training sessions enable teachers and TAs to gain confidence in assessing EAL
learners and planning next step support by demonstrating ideas, resources and
differentiation that staff can take away and use in school immediately.
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Bespoke EAL Training and Consultancy to fit
your school’s needs
In addition to these five courses, we are delighted to be able to offer a
wide range of bespoke, ‘mix and match’ training sessions that
schools can book as a full day, half day, twilight or INSET session.
These can be booked at a time to suit your school’s training needs
and developed in discussion with our partner EAL Consultant to
ensure they are effective for your own setting. The courses below are
each between 60-90 minutes in length and can be adapted to create
bespoke programmes following further discussion:

• The use of picture books for developing
vocabulary (suitable for primary
and some secondary subjects)
• Supporting EAL learners in science
(suitable for secondary science
departments – 2-hour session)

• New arrivals and the first steps to integration (suitable for
primary and secondary)

• Supporting EAL learners in maths
(suitable for secondary maths
departments – 2-hour session)

• The importance of understanding whole school vocabulary and
how to boost it in your lessons (suitable for primary and secondary)

• Trainee teacher sessions – an
introduction to EAL (half day)

• Boosting reading and writing in advanced bilinguals
(suitable for primary and some secondary subjects)

• How to use EAL HUB resources
effectively as a whole school

• Use of images and film with EAL learners (suitable for
primary and some secondary subjects)
• Working with parents to develop community cohesion (suitable
for primary and secondary)

Courses can be booked as:
Full day (9.00am – 3.00pm)
Half day (9.00am – 12.30pm or 1.00pm – 4.30pm)

• Effective intervention methods and strategies (suitable
for primary and secondary – particularly TAs)

Twilight session or staff meeting (2 hours)

• A session for TAs working with EAL learners (suitable
for primary and secondary support staff)

Shorter versions are also available for CPD,
INSET sessions or conference key notes.

• Developing the role of the EAL coordinator (consultancybased session suitable
for primary and secondary leads)
• Supporting EAL learners in whole class texts (suitable for primary
and English teachers within secondary)

Many sessions are offered for primary and
secondary schools but are most effective when
they are offered for one phase at a time (not
combining primary and secondary staff).
EAL Reviews are also available –
get in touch for details!
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Primary and Secondary EAL Conferences
The Alliance for Learning and EAL Hub have come together to offer a dynamic partnership delivering
the very best practice around EAL teaching and learning that benefits all pupils in school.
Find out more about our new partnership, sample the resources available and access some taster sessions of the
amazing CPD opportunities that are available!
The conference is open to all leaders, teachers and TAs across primary or secondary school settings.

EYFS & Primary:
Date:
PLEASE CHECK BACK ON OUR WEBSITE
FOR DATES
Time: 9.30am – 12.30pm
Venue: Altrincham Grammar School for Girls
Cost:
£50 per delegate

Secondary:
Date:
PLEASE CHECK BACK ON OUR WEBSITE
FOR DATES
Time: 1.15pm – 4.15pm
Venue: Altrincham Grammar School for Girls
Cost:
£50 per delegate
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Early Career Teachers
New for 2021-22.
The Alliance for Learning are delighted to confirm that we are working in partnership with Teach First to deliver a robust,
two-year support package for the Early Career Teachers in Trafford & Salford, Tameside & Stockport and their
Mentors/Early Career Leads. We will also continue through our Teaching School Hubs to offer the Appropriate Body
function.
The ECF is a two-year, cross-phase programme for Early Career Teachers that will support them for their start to the
teaching profession. The programme of professional development, designed around mentor-led sessions/self-directed
study and online materials, will deepen teachers’ knowledge and understanding of their role in delivering high quality
learning and teaching for all students.
The ECF has been designed to further raise the quality of teachers and teaching, as well as improving retention rates
within the profession.

Please note the ECF is fully funded by Department for Education and therefore comes at no direct cost to the
school.
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Early Years
and Primary

16

23

Early Years Conference

Save the
Date
Join us for our Early Years Conference...
This event will take place on Tuesday 22 nd March 2022
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Developing Leadership in Primary Languages
Teachers come with a broad range of experience in teaching languages in the Primary Classroom. In a friendly and
collaborative environment, teachers at every level of experience will be able to share ideas, ask questions, gain advice and
leave feeling motivated and energised to teach Primary Languages.
Topics to include:

• Creative language learning – motivating pupils no matter what your level of language. From non-specialist classroom
teachers with a little language to those with a background in language learning
• Assessment in Primary Languages and incorporating the 12 DfE attainment targets into your lessons
• Practical teaching ideas to take away and use the next day, week and coming months
• Raising the profile of Primary Languages in your school.
• The role of the Subject Coordinator

Audience:

MFL coordinators, subject leaders and class teachers wishing to develop their expertise in
Primary Languages

Date :

Thursday 27th January & Tuesday 5th July 2022

Time :

9.30am – 3.30pm (27 January) and 1:00pm – 4:00pm (5 July)

Venue :

Altrincham Grammar School for Girls

Cost :

£90 per person

Facilitated by :

Susanne Wilson, Primary Languages Network
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Establishing Effective Primary Languages Teaching &
Learning
Teachers will reflect on their own experiences of teaching Primary Languages so far, and the day can be tailored according to their needs.
Topics to include:

• Teaching languages – guidance on organisation, planning and assessment
• What does outstanding language teaching practice look and feel like? Language teaching strategies to build your confidence.
• Creative language learning – motivating pupils no matter what your level of language. From non-specialist classroom teachers to those
with a background in languages.
• Help! How do Primary Languages fit into our week? Exploring cross curricular approaches to teaching a language.
• Incorporating the 12 DfE attainment targets into your lessons.

Audience :

ECT’s also suitable for HLTAs and those starting out in teaching Primary Language

Date :

Thursday 4th November 2021

Time :

9.30am – 3.30pm

Venue :

Altrincham Grammar School for Girls

Cost :

£120 per person

Facilitated by :

Susanne Wilson, Primary Languages Network
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Moderation preparation sessions
Stop worrying about moderation and spend a day with an experienced SLE and KS2 writing moderator.
This full-day session will take Year 6 teachers and English subjects leads through a morning of a dry run moderation
process, looking in detail at the writing criterion and evidence base.
The afternoon session will then be spent drafting plans to deliver in the crucial teaching weeks leading up to the
assessment window. This will ensure teachers are confident with the evidence base being presented to moderators or
other external partners, as well as supporting subject leads to develop the depth of writing opportunities being
covered.
The cost of this session is £450. Please contact us for availability.
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Professional Learning Network Meetings, for Primary
Languages
The aim of these termly networking sessions for primary languages teachers and specialists are:
Aims
To provide a professional networking opportunity for MFL Coordinators and teachers in Bright Futures schools
To develop and enhance the delivery of Primary Languages in individual schools and across the region
To explore creative links across the whole school curriculum
The three network meetings per year will be delivered by highly experienced teachers and trainers from Primary Languages Network.

Each session will consist of:
Update and networking time: to offer teachers the chance to look in more depth at how to strengthen the development of primary
languages in individual schools and meet the requirements of the DFE KS2 MFL POS.
Review and reflect on practice time: an opportunity to further upskill in pedagogy and excellent primary practice to ensure delivery of
effective primary foreign language learning back in school.
Focus time: Hands-on workshops on specific activities and resources to introduce and develop creative primary language learning at each
stage of the academic year, with a focus on Autumn, Spring and Summer term activities with free resources to take and use back in the
classroom.

Audience:

Primary teachers, teaching assistants, curriculum leads

Date:
Time:

Wednesday 13th October 2021 & Wednesday 2nd March 2022
4.00pm – 5.30pm

Venue:

Online

Cost:

£30 per session

Facilitated by:

Primary Languages Network
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Coaching
Coaching is one of the key ways to promote better levels of organisational effectiveness within schools. It can
increase confidence, motivate staff and develop core leadership skills. It is open to all staff working within an
educational establishment.
The Alliance for Learning offers a trilogy of courses, which are accessed in the following order:
Phase 1 - Foundation Coaching
Phase 2 - Coaching in Context
Phase 3 - Higher Level Coaching
All three courses are delivered by an external consultant, Dr Paul Simmons.
The Alliance for Learning have been working with Paul since 2011 and we really value our partnership. Paul is an
experienced Executive Coach and member of the European Mentoring and Coaching Council (EMCC). Over a number
of years at the University of Manchester, he led on the research and development of coaching for leading in education.
Most of his work now is with schools and colleges, helping to develop coaching expertise and culture. Paul has worked
as a teacher, governor, examiner, county advisor and Registered Inspector of Schools.

Individual Leadership Coaching
We help leaders at all levels focus on their priorities whilst finding space to think and lead well. If you are an Executive
Headteacher, a Headteacher, a senior leader or a leader or aspirant leader at any level we will have the right coach for
you. Our coaches have in-depth experience in helping Headteachers and other leaders achieve more whilst growing
personally and professionally.
Talk to Lisa Fathers: lfathers@bfet.uk for more information. We can also facilitate group leadership
coaching to help improve team development.
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Coaching Phase 1 - Foundation
Foundation coaching is aimed at those seeking to develop their expertise
and experience in coaching within a small group environment.
Part 1 focuses on specific outcomes in terms of your skills, knowledge and understanding:
• being able to work with a range of coaching styles and approaches for different purposes
• understanding the place of emotional intelligence in the human interactions and processes of the workplace
• being able to improve such processes
• being able to help with the performance, learning and development of others
• being able to apply highly-developed skills of listening, attending, enabling and challenging
• developing professional reflection, learning and enquiry
The coaching training involves individual, partner and group working on coaching theory and models. Participants
are offered guided and structured coaching skills development in small groups and are given first-hand experience
of working with a coach. Opportunities are provided for developing observation and feedback skills, and reflective
practice is encouraged.

Audience:

Leaders in education at all levels wanting to develop their
own leadership potential and that of others

Dates option 1:

Wednesday 13th October, Thursday 14th October & Wednesday 24th November 2021

Dates option 2:

Wednesday 2nd February, Thursday 3rd February & Thursday 3rd March 2022

Dates option 3:

Monday 20th June, Tuesday 21st June & Wednesday 6th July 2022

Time:

9.00am – 4.00pm

Venue:

Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL

Cost:

£560 per person

Facilitated by:

Paul Simmons
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Coaching Phase 2 - Coaching In Context
This programme is the second of our trilogy and is aimed at those who have completed Part 1 Foundation Coaching
Programme and now wish to develop a personal style and confidence in coaching, particularly in a leadership role.
Part 2 focuses on the skills, knowledge and understanding for:
•

Establishing sound contracting arrangements appropriate to context and purpose

•

Coaching in a leadership role for learning, performance and accountability
attending to the ethics and boundaries of coaching

•

Reflecting on and critiquing your own coaching practice

•

Contributing to team and organisational learning in this field

The coaching gives attention to the development of personal, values-based practice.
Participants are offered guided and structured skills development on coaching for specific roles and purposes.
Opportunities are provided for extended working on observation and feedback, and reflective practice is encouraged.

Audience:

Leaders in education at all levels wanting to develop their own leadership
potential and that of others

Dates option 1:

Monday 15th November, Tuesday 16th November & Tuesday 7th December 2021

Dates option 2:

Wednesday 23rd March, Thursday 24th March & Thursday 28th April 2022

Time:

9.00am – 4.00pm

Venue:

Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL

Cost:

£625 per person

Facilitated by:

Paul Simmons
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Coaching Phase 3 - Higher Level
This programme is the third of our trilogy and is aimed at those who have completed both Part 1 Foundation and Part
2 Coaching in Context Programmes and wish to apply their coaching skills and knowledge to strategic leadership.
Part 3 focuses on the skills, knowledge and understanding for:
• Energising organisational culture and learning
•

Working with the ethics of performance stimulating reflective practice and enquiry

•

Nurturing group and team communication

•

Improving network capability

The approach taken involves collaborative enquiry into transactional and transformational cultures. Participants are
offered guided and personal skills development and taught how to handle specialised and integrative experiences of
learning. There is the opportunity to explore group and team coaching strategies for organisations. Further
development of personal coaching skills is integrated into the work of the group.

Audience:

Leaders in education at all levels wanting to develop their
own leadership potential and that of others

Date:

Tuesday 14th June, Wednesday 15th June & Thursday 30th June 2022

Time:

9.00am – 4.00pm

Venue:

Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL

Cost:

£675 per person

Facilitated by:

Paul Simmons
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Leadership Residencies
This programme is open to senior leaders, inclusive of support/non-teaching staff with senior responsibilities and
aims to provide an opportunity to collaborate with another school, in order to develop essential leadership skills.
The programme runs from January to July and over that time, participants will have an opportunity to reflect upon
their strengths as a leader and areas for development.
The programme involves: coaching sessions, leadership training, completion of a reflective journal and a 3-5 day
residency during the summer term.
The core aims are to:
• have an opportunity to experience day to day life in another senior leadership team in a different type of school and
broaden your experience
• benefit from the experience and expertise of a different Headteacher and provide a new perspective
• explore what is meant by effective leadership
• understand the purpose of the residency and reflect upon the residency on completion
• understand how to use your leadership capability in a new and different context
• reflect on key leadership behaviours of highly effective leaders, both those leading teaching staff and support/nonteaching staff
• develop your leadership expertise and practise skills through undertaking a strategic leadership task within the
placement school

Audience:

Senior leaders, inclusive of support/non-teaching staff with senior responsibilities

Date:

PLEASE CHECK BACK ON OUR WEBSITE FOR DATES FOR THIS CPD OPPORTUNITY

Time:

9.30am – 12.30pm

Venue:

Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL

Cost:

Free to schools who are members of the Alliance for Learning / £1000 to other schools

Facilitated by:

Lisa Fathers
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NPQ Programmes – Teaching School Hubs
A a reformed suite of NPQs through our Teaching School Hubs will be available for teachers and leaders who want to develop their
knowledge and skills in school leadership and specialist areas of teaching practice. The reformed suite of NPQs is designed t o offer the
best possible support to teachers and leaders, helping them to become more effective teachers and leaders inside and outside the
classroom.

Specialist NPQs
There are three specialist NPQs for teachers and school leaders who want to broaden their expertise in particular areas. The following
programmes are for those who have, or are aspiring to have, responsibilities for leading teaching in a subject or year, leading behav iour
and/or supporting pupil wellbeing in their school, or leading the development of other teachers in their school.
·

NPQ in Leading Teaching (NPQLT)

·

NPQ in Leading Behaviour and Culture (NPQLBC)

·

NPQ in Leading Teacher Development (NPQLTD)

Leadership NPQs
For those looking to progress into senior leadership and beyond, the following NPQs build foundational knowledge to rapidly progress a
school or trust’s key improvement priorities – all while creating and embedding a culture that allows the school, staff and pupils to thrive:
·

NPQ in Senior Leadership (NPQSL)

·

NPQ in Headship (NPQH)

·

NPQ in Executive Leadership (NPQEL)

For more information please click here or contact Jayne Carmichael at jcarmichael@bfet.uk
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Trauma Informed Support

(Formerly Advanced Mental Health with Early Trauma)

Why some children behave the way they do and how we can help them…..for education staff working with any
children. Particularly beneficial for adopted, looked after or vulnerable pupils. It would be beneficial to complete our
Mental Health First Aid training first, but not essential.
This one day course is delivered by an external trainer, Lisa Wisher, who is a qualified Mental Health First Aid England
Instructor, Social Worker, Psychotherapist (in Advanced Training) and adopter.
The content is a mixture of up to date theory and research on attachment and neuroscience, which will help
participants understand the often contradictory and difficult behaviour of some pupils. It also provides an opportunity
to learn and identify a range of practical and tried and tested strategies, which can be adapted to different educational
settings to help children who have been adopted, looked after or who remain in difficult home environments. The
course also provides an interactive opportunity for participants to bring their own individual case studies – to help
identify bespoke strategies for their pupil/s.
The core aims of the programme are to:
• Explain how trauma and abuse impacts on a child’s mental health
• Explore how events in childhood affect lifelong mental health
• Explain how children who have experienced trauma and abuse may behave in school
• Explore ways schools can support the mental health of their students who have experience early trauma

Audience:

Teachers, leaders, support staff, youth workers, any staff working with any
young people. Particularly relevant for Adopted, Looked After or Vulnerable
Pupils

Date Option 1:

Thursday 18th November 2021 (online)

Date Option 2:

Thursday 5th May 2022 (Altrincham Grammar School for Girls)

Time:

9.00am – 4.00pm

Cost:

£95 for online training, £190 for in person training

Facilitated by:

Lisa Wisher
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Adult MHFA summary
Healthy people are happier, more engaged and more productive. Employers across the UK are acting now to
support the wellbeing of their people and create mentally healthy businesses. Stress, anxiety and depression
are the biggest cause of sickness absence in our society.
Mental ill health is responsible for 91 million working days lost every year, costing UK employers an
estimated £34.9 billion each year. Simple steps to improve the management of mental health in the
workplace will allow employers to save 30% or more of these costs – at least £10 billion a year. This is
where we can help.
Our Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) training courses teach people to spot the symptoms of mental health
issues, offer initial help and guide a person towards support.
We don’t teach people to be therapists, but we do teach people to listen, reassure and respond, even in a
crisis – and even potentially stop a crisis from happening.
We have training options to suit a range of timescales and budgets, from basic mental health awareness
sessions to a full Mental Health First Aider qualification. They are all designed to benefit employees, line
managers, HR professionals, OH workers and senior leaders alike – to let all your people meet the
challenges of the workplace head on.
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Adult MHFA - half day
Our half-day course is an introductory four hour session to raise awareness of mental health. It is designed to give
you:
• An understanding of what mental health is and how to challenge stigma
• A basic knowledge of some common mental health issues
• An introduction to looking after your own mental health and maintaining wellbeing
• Confidence to support someone in distress or who may be experiencing a mental health issue
Learning takes place through a mix of presentations, group discussions and workshop activities. We limit numbers to 25
people per course so that the instructor can keep people safe and supported while they learn.
Everyone who completes the course gets:
• A manual to refer to whenever you need it
• A workbook including a helpful toolkit to support your own mental health
• A certificate of attendance to say you are Mental Health Aware

Audience:

Any staff in any education or business setting who work with
colleagues. Particularly useful for staff who are line managers

Date:

Tuesday 19th October 2021

Time:

9.00am – 1.00pm

Venue:

Online

Cost:

£75 per person

Facilitated by:

Lisa Wisher
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Adult MHFA - one day
Our one-day mental health awareness and skills course qualifies you as an Adult MHFA Champion. MHFA Champions
have:
•

An understanding of common mental health issues

•

Knowledge and confidence to advocate for mental health awareness

•

Ability to spot signs of mental ill health

•

Skills to support positive wellbeing

Learning takes place through a mix of presentations, group discussions and workshop activities. We
limit numbers to 16 people per course so that the instructor can keep people safe and supported while
they learn.
Everyone who completes the course gets:
•

A manual to refer to whenever you need it

•

A workbook including a helpful toolkit to support your own mental health

•

A certificate of attendance to say you are an MHFA Champion

Audience:

Any staff in any education or business setting who work with colleagues.
Particularly useful for staff who are line managers

Date:
Time:

Wednesday 27th April 2022
9.00am – 5.00pm

Venue:

Online

Cost:

£190

Facilitated by:

Lisa Wisher
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Adult MHFA - two day
Our two-day course qualifies you as a Mental Health First Aider. Mental Health First Aiders have:

•
•
•
•
•

An in depth understanding of mental health and the factors that can affect wellbeing
Practical skills to spot the triggers and signs of mental health issues
Confidence to step in, reassure and support a person in distress
Enhanced interpersonal skills such as non-judgemental listening
Knowledge to help someone recover their health by guiding them to further support
– whether that’s self-help resources, through their employer, the NHS, or a mix The course

covers:

• Mental Health First Aid, mental health, and depression
• Depression and suicidal crisis
• Anxiety, personality disorders, eating disorders and self-harm
• Psychosis, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder
We limit numbers to 16 people per course so that the instructor can keep people safe and supported while they
learn. Through a mix of group activities, presentations and discussions, each session is built around a Mental Health
First Aid action plan. Everyone who completes the course gets an MHFA manual to keep and refer to whenever they
need it, and a certificate to say they are a Mental Health First Aider.

Course Arrangements
The online training is made up of 4 online sessions of a half day each with some online learning to do in between. The in person training is
2 full days.
Online Training:
Wednesday December 1st (9am – 1pm),
Thursday December 2nd (9am – 1pm),
Monday December 13th (1pm – 5pm)
Tuesday December 14th (9am – 1pm)
This training will take place via Zoom, delegates will receive a link to join the sessions prior to the course starting.
In person training: Wednesday March 9th and Thursday March 10th 2022.
OR Tuesday June 28th and Wednesday June 29th 2022.
Time: 9:00am – 5:00pm
Venue: Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL
Cost: £300, this cost is the same for both the in person and online training.
Facilitated by: Lisa Wisher
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Adult MHFA Refresher Instructor Training
If you have trained as a Mental Health First Aider through a 2 day course, or are a MHFA Champion having completed a 1 day
course, then you have skills for life that help with mental health and wellbeing for yourself and the people around you.
At the Alliance for Learning, we share the same view as that of MHFA England – mental health should be treated equally to
physical health. Therefore, just like for physical first aid training such as Emergency First Aid at Work, Mental Health First Aid
training should be kept up to date. As such, completing refresher training every three years is recommended.
It is really good practice to ‘refresh’ your training.
This refresher training is comprised of a mix of presentations, group discussions and workshop activities. Like all MHFA training
courses, there is a limit on participant numbers to ensure that the instructor can fully engage with those in attendance, keeping
them safe and supported while discussing some difficult subject matter.
The four hour MHFA Refresher course will support those in attendance to:
– Keep your awareness of mental health support current
– Update your knowledge of mental health and what influences it
– Practice applying the Mental Health First Aid action plan, and keep your knowledge of this fresh

Audience:

Anyone who has previously completed Adult one or two day training.

Date Option 1:

Tuesday 25th January 2022 (9am-1pm)

Date Option 2:

16 June 2022 (9am – 1pm)

Venue:

Online

Cost:

£125 per person

Facilitated by:

Lisa Fathers
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An Introduction to Supervision Skills
An introduction to Supervision Skills- to help you support your pastoral staff
There continues to be increasing demand on education staff to support children, young people, and their families on a regular
basis. Many of these children have complex social and emotional issues.
In addition some services are experiencing cuts. Dealing with risk, trauma and uncertainty for school staff can have a negative
impact on stress levels and if left unattended can lead to absence and burn-out. If you are interested in providing safe,
supportive, and effective supervision for your team, this course is for you.
By the end of the one and a half days you will;

•
•
•
•

Have a greater understanding of the purpose of supervision
Have strengthened your communication skills for supervisory practice
Have had a go at putting into practice a model of supervision
Be more confident to offer a basic level of supervision to pastoral and support staff in your organisation

The one and a half day course uses a mixture of theory as well as practical, hands on and experiential learning. A must do for
anyone who is interested in supporting staff to be the best they can for the children and young people they work with. A really
useful course which compliments many of the other mental health courses we run.
NB This does not aim to replace specialist supervision which some staff often access, it is simply an introduction to supervision
skills to help provide better daily support.
We are providing this training in response to school requests and Julie Castleman is highly experienced in this area.

Audience: Senior leaders, line managers, safeguarding leads etc.
Date: Monday 17th and Tuesday 18th January 2022
Time: Day 1, 9:30am – 4:30pm. Day 2, 9:30am – 1pm
Venue: Online, Zoom details will be sent to participants prior to the session.
Cost: £160
Delivered by: Julie Castleman
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FREE OF CHARGE Bereavement Webinar
To expand on our work around childhood bereavement, and support around bereaved young people, we are offering a FREE OF
CHARGE introductory bereavement webinar.
This session will offer an introductory overview on important topics relating to childhood bereavement, such as:
What is childhood bereavement?
How grief affects a child or young person
The stages of grief
How you can help them cope with bereavement in schools
The importance of communication

Course Arrangements
Date: Monday 11th October
Time: 9:30am – 11am
Venue: Online via Zoom
Audience: Anybody working with children or young people, or those simply wanting to learn more about the impacts of
bereavement on young children.
Facilitator: Lisa Wisher
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Childhood Bereavement
On average, 1 in every 29 children will be bereaved of a parent. That’s one in every class. This is before the Coronavirus
Pandemic. Now we have a situation with many children having lost someone they love recently including lots of grandparents.
Children and young people need support from the school community to ensure that they can cope with their grief. That’s why
it’s vital that teachers and staff understand how to support the grieving children and young people in their school.

Our online bereavement training course will help you understand:
•
•
•
•

What is childhood bereavement?
How grief affects a child or young person
The stages of grief
How you can help them cope with bereavement in schools

Aimed at both primary and secondary school teachers, the course will cover:

•
•
•
•
•

The importance of communication
Planning and preparation
When to seek further support
Help, support and self-care
Useful strategies to help

Audience: Anybody looking to improve their knowledge and skills to better support bereaved children
and young people – in particular medical professionals, teachers and carers.
Date: Monday 29 November 2021
Time: 10:00am – 2:30pm
Venue: Online via Zoom
Cost: £65
Facilitated by: Lisa Fathers and Lisa Wisher
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Child Mental Health Workshops
One in ten children aged 5 to 16 suffer from a diagnosable mental health condition. Mental health can seriously
affect a child’s education, self-confidence and self-esteem.
Our Child Mental Health Workshops can help children and young people to recognise the early signs of mental health in
themselves and others, and to reduce the stigma associated with mental health.
Our facilitator work with your children/students to promote wellbeing, regular exercise, healthy sleeping
patterns, relaxation and breathing skills and explore resilience. Coping skills for dealing with anger, anxiety
and stress will also be covered.
This half-day workshop is delivered in a fun, interactive way. Teachers will be given a follow
up pack as part of the workshop.

Register your interest:
To avoid disappointment please register your interest:
E: ccritchley@bfet.uk
T: 0161 912 5912
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Domestic Violence and the Impact on Children and
Young People
Coronavirus and the subsequent lockdowns have had a dramatic impact on all our lives. However, one area that has
been impacted the most is domestic abuse.
There were more than 40,000 calls and contacts made to the National Domestic Abuse Helpline during the first
three months of lockdown, most by women seeking help. This represents an 80% increase on the same time last
year, says the charity Refuge, which runs the helpline. As well as an increase in calls, Domestic Abuse
organisations have also seen a 54% increase in women needing to flee their abusers.
The Office of National Statistics have issued a range of data sources to assess the impact of the coronavirus (COVID19) pandemic on domestic abuse in England and Wales – please click here to be redirected.
Living in a home where domestic abuse happens can have a serious impact on a child or young person’s mental and
physical wellbeing, as well as their behaviour. And this can last into adulthood. Evidence tells us that over 90% of
children are in the same or next room to where the abuse is happening. Two women are murdered every week
by a current or former partner.
What’s important is to make sure that people are protected, and the abuse stops and that children have a safe and stable
environment to grow up in. This Domestic Abuse training course helps people who work with children to understand
what domestic violence is, how it may begin, who perpetrates abuse, and how to identify when it may be happening. The
course outlines the impact that domestic violence and abuse has on victims and children, and assists colleagues to
understand how to respond appropriately to their concerns.
This is a two-part course. The first half day is designed so you can identify the signs that a child or young person is
living in a home where there is domestic abuse. It will equip you to know how to respond and how to risk assess and
refer victims to the appropriate services including those who are at high risk of homicide. The second half day is an
exploration of how domestic abuse impacts on children and young people at different ages, how we can identify those
children who are living with domestic abuse and how we can help them on the journey to recovery.
This training course is essential for any one working with children and young people whether in a school setting or a
different setting.

Date: Monday 28th and Tuesday 29th March 2022
Time: 9am – 1pm
Cost: Session 1 only costs £120 per person, sessions 1 and 2 together cost £190.
NB: Unfortunately we cannot offer the option to just attend session 2 – those in attendance can attend ONLY
session 1, or both sessions 1 and 2.
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Emotion Coaching
Emotion Coaching is based on the principle that nurturing and emotionally supportive relationships provide
optimal contexts for the promotion of children’s outcomes and resilience.
Emotion Coached children and young people:
• Achieve more academically in school
• Are more popular
• Have fewer behavioural problems
• Have fewer infectious illnesses
• Are more emotionally stable
• Are more resilient
Emotion Coaching uses moments of heightened emotion and resulting behaviour to guide and teach the
child and young person about more effective responses. Through empathetic engagement, the child’s
emotional state is verbally acknowledged and validated, promoting a sense of security and feeling ‘felt’. This
activates changes in the child’s neurological system and allows the child to calm down, physiologically and
psychologically.

Audience:

Any staff who work with children and young
people. This course also benefits adults who
are parents

Date option 1:

Wednesday 19th & Thursday 20th January
2022 (9am – 12pm) – Online

Date option 2:

Thursday 19th May 2022 (9am – 4pm) – In person at Altrincham Grammar School for Girls

Cost:

£95 for online training, £190 for in person training

Facilitated by:

Lisa Wisher
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Helping Children & Young People Manage Anxiety
Anxiety is the most common mental health issue with children and young people. This has been
exacerbated with the current pandemic, with many more children feeling anxiety and those who already
experienced it, finding their symptoms increasing. Our children’s return to school is very likely going to
present many of these issues in the classroom.
Help prepare yourselves to help your students. This is a very practical hands on course that you will
immediately be able to put into practice. Filled with activities and techniques that you can use with both
individuals and groups of students.
By the end of the course you will be able to;
• Have an understanding of the physiological effects of anxiety on our physical health, our emotions and
importantly for our children and young people, how it impacts on their behaviour
• Use grounding techniques to ease anxiety overwhelm
• Effectively Talk to students about emotions and feelings
• Discuss specific anxiety around Coronavirus and the impact of restrictions
• Use creative and imaginative ways of helping our students understand their anxiety and how to help
themselves
Audience:
responsibilities

Anyone working with children and young people, parents and those with caring

Date:

Tuesday 8 December 2021

Time:

9.30am – 11.30am

Venue:

Online

Cost:

£40

Facilitated by:

Lisa Wisher
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PE Teachers’ Mental Health Training
PE staff are often in a unique position in a school environment in relation to students’ mental health and are often the first to notice
when our young people might be struggling.
PE Teachers often have a different relationship with students and see them in a range of contexts eg whilst traveling informally to
sports fixtures, in the changing room and in a range of activities where physical resilience is challenged. This is particularly
relevant in the areas of self-harm and eating disorders.
However, research tells us that many staff do not always recognise early indicators of poor mental health and often need more
confidence in how to respond.
This bite sized workshop will give you the knowledge, skills, and confidence to notice when a student is not coping, how to start a
conversation and how to help students manage better by developing their own self-help toolkit.

Date : Thursday 17th March 2022
Time: 3.15pm – 4.45pm
Venue: Online
Cost: FREE to PE & Sport Hub PE teachers AND free to any teachers in our Alliance ( PE leads at primary or PE staff at
secondary)
£20 to another other schools
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Suicide Prevention CPD
Course overview:
Teaching the theory and practice of suicide intervention skills that can be applied in any professional or personal setting,
captured in a CPD event accredited by City and Guilds of London. We use only the most experienced suicide prevention
trainers to deliver this unique learning experience: for anyone who seeks greater understanding and confidence to
intervene with people at risk of suicide.
Course content:
• The impact and value of personal and professional experience with suicide
• Barriers that prevent people at risk seeking help
• Prevalence of suicide thoughts and suicide behaviours
• The Signs of Suicide and the Suicide-Safety Guide
• Partnership working and community resources
Methods of delivery:
Taught using tutor facilitated Socratic learning, tutor-led role-play, mini lectures, group work and audio visual
presentations. This is a highly interactive and emotionally engaging learning experience, and this experience is replicated
via online training too.
Learning outcomes:
•
Suicide behaviour; reasons and magnitude of the community health problem.
•
Role of the carer in managing suicide interventions; different roles with different people
•
Understand approaches and process of suicide intervention including desired outcomes
•
Understand the importance of self-reflection and personal impact when working with suicide and people at risk
Who should attend?
Multi-sector practitioners including health, housing, social care, education, criminal justice, call centre operators, private,
voluntary and public sector workers and community members.
Accreditation
Participants will gain 6 QCF credit points at Level 4 by completing a workbook of tasks that are assessed against the set
learning outcomes. This is only available on the full day training. NB: If this is of interest, please contact Claire Critchley
at ccritchley@aggs.bfet.uk

Course Arrangements
Date:
Monday 14th March 2022
Time:
1:00pm – 5:00pm
Venue:
Online
Cost:
£88 per person
Facilitator: Julie Castleman – Counsellor MBACP Accred., MHFA National Trainer, MHFA England CIC Associate,
Mental Health First Aid England CIC, SFA: Suicide First Aid Approved Tutor & Associate, National Centre for Suicide
Prevention Education & Training CIC
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Self-Harm CPD
Attention Seekers or something more? What is self-harm really about?
This is a fantastic introductory session to the difficult topic of Self Harm, which will cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definition
Triggers
Functions
Relationship between self-harm and suicide
Broaching suspected self-harm
Language use
Best practice response to disclosures

A full pdf will be made available post session and a CPD certificate.

Audience: Anyone working closely with children, young people or adults Suitable for those with an interest
in mental health and wellbeing, along with parents and carers.
Date:

Monday 6th December 2021

Time: 9.30am – 11.30am
Venue: Online
Cost: £25
Facilitator: Satveer Nijjar
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Eating Disorders CPD
We are delighted to be working with the inspiring Hope Virgo, to offer CPD around Eating Disorders.
Bio: Hope Virgo is a leading international and award-winning advocate for people with eating disorders, and a Mental
Health campaigner. She spearheaded the #DumpTheScales campaign which calls on the government to review the eating
disorder guidance delivered by clinicians. In addition, Hope works with young people and employers to deal with the rising
tide of mental health issues. Hope is an acclaimed public speaker and member of the Speakers Charter, ensuring speakers
deliver safe, relevant & inspirational messages on Mental Health and more.

Course content
This three hour session will offer a comprehensive introduction, covering topics such as:
– what an eating disorder is
– current state of play re eating disorders
– personal experience, with Hope sharing her story to bring them in to the mindset of someone who has had an eating
disorder
– how to have a conversation with someone
– how to spot the signs
– practically what we can do to make sure the right messaging is out there, that the right people are getting support and
how to prevent more people developing an eating disorder

Course Arrangements
Date: Thursday 11th November
Time: 1:30pm – 4:30pm
Venue: Online, via Zoom
Cost: £40 per person
Facilitator: Hope Virgo
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Youth MHFA Courses
Let’s start with the statistics. One in ten young people experience a mental health issue at any one time. For
those aged 5-19 suicide is the second most common cause of death, and a record number of children
contacted Childline with suicidal thoughts last year.
In an average group of thirty 15 year olds:
• Three to four are likely to be suffering from low mood
• Seven are likely to have been bullied
• Six may be self-harming
• One could have experienced the death of a parent
Record levels of young people are struggling. Academic pressure, social media, bullying, poverty, lack of
availability of professional mental health support – all have been named as contributing to this epidemic of
poor mental health in our young people.
Our Youth Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) courses are for anyone who works with, lives with or supports
young people aged 8-18. We train the adults in a young person’s life to have the skills and confidence to step
in, offer first aid and guide them towards the support they need. In doing so, they can speed
up a young person’s recovery, stop issues from developing into a crisis, and ultimately save lives.
But more than that, by giving these adults the information and skills to look after their own mental health, we
want them to set an example for young people. We want adults to be able to show young people that
mental ill health is a part of life in just the same way as physical ill health, that it’s OK not to be OK and to
reduce taboo around this issue.
We hope that by giving people the tools to open up these conversations, we can empower them to create
mentally healthy, supportive environments in their families, schools, youth groups and communities.
We have a team of national trainers who deliver here and externally too e.g.: Lisa Fathers, Lisa Wisher,
Belinda Heaven
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Youth MHFA - half day
Our half-day course is an introductory three hour session to raise awareness of young people’s
mental health.
It is designed to give:
•
An understanding of some of the common mental health issues affecting young people, including depression,
anxiety, eating disorders and psychosis
•

Skills to work more effectively with young people living with mental health issues

•

Ways to support young people with a mental health issue and relate to their experiences

•

A taste of the contents of the Youth MHFA Two Day course

We limit numbers to 25 people per course so that the instructor can keep people safe and
supported while they learn. Young people are welcome on the course but we need parental consent
for people under the age of 16.
Everyone who completes the session gets a Youth MHFA manual to keep and refer to, and a certificate to say they are
Youth MHFA Aware.

Audience:

Any adults working with children and young people in any capacity

Date:

Thursday 4th November

Time:

9.00am – 1.00pm

Venue:

Online

Cost:

£75

Facilitated by:

Lisa Wisher
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Youth MHFA - one day
Our Youth MHFA One Day course qualifies you as a Youth Mental Health First Aid Champion. Youth Mental Health First
Champions have:
• An understanding of common mental health issues and how they can affect young people
• Ability to spot signs of mental ill health in young people and guide them to a place of support
• Knowledge and confidence to advocate for mental health awareness
• Skills to support positive wellbeing
Learning takes place through a mix of presentations, group discussions and workshop activities. When you complete the
course you will get:
• A Youth MHFA manual to refer to whenever you need it
• A certificate of attendance to say you are a Youth MHFA Champion

Audience:

Any working adults with children and young people in any capacity

Date:

Thursday 24th March 2022

Time:

9.00am – 5.00pm

Venue:

Online

Cost:

£190

Facilitated by:

Lisa Wisher
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Youth MHFA - two day
Our Youth MHFA two day course qualifies you as a Youth Mental Health First Aider. Youth Mental Health First Aiders have:
•

An in depth understanding of young people’s mental health and factors that affect wellbeing

•

Practical skills to spot the triggers and signs of mental health issues

•

Confidence to reassure and support a young person in distress

•

Enhanced interpersonal skills such as non-judgemental listening

•
Knowledge to help a young person recover their health by guiding them to further support – whether that’s through
self-help sites, their place of learning, the NHS, or a mix – engaging with parents, carers and external agencies where
appropriate
•

Ability to support a young person with a long term mental health issue or disability to thrive

•

Tools to look after their own mental wellbeing

The course covers:
Day 1

Day 2

Youth Mental Health First Aid

Depression and Anxiety

Suicide & Psychosis

• The Youth MHFA Action Plan

• The facts about suicide

Self-harm and eating
disorders

• Definition of mental health

• What are depression
and anxiety disorders?

• Possible warning signs

• What are they?

• Adolescent development

• Signs and symptoms

• Common youth
mental disorders

• Crisis first aid for
suicidal behaviour

• Why are they important?

• Possible causes

• What is psychosis?

• Signs and symptoms

• Signs of psychosis

• Treatment and resources

• Action planning using MHFA

• Action planning using MHFA

• Action planning using
MHFA Youth

• Preventing mental
health problems
• Promoting wellbeing
and protective factors

• Possible causes

• Treatment and resources
for psychosis

Audience:

Any adults working with children and young people in any capacity

Date option 1:

Monday 8th November 2021 (1pm – 5pm), Tuesday 9th November 2021 (9am – 1pm), Monday 22nd November 2021
(9am – 1pm) & Tuesday 23rd November 2021 (9am – 1pm) – ONLINE

Date option 2:

Wednesday 9th and Thursday 10th February 2022 (9am – 5pm) – Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, IN PERSON

Date option 3:

Wednesday 8th and Thursday 9th June 2022 (9am – 5pm) – Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, IN PERSON

Cost:
Facilitated by:

£300
Lisa Wisher
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Mindfulness,
Safeguarding &
Wellbeing

69
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Advanced Safeguarding workshop for
Designated Safeguarding Leads
Safeguarding and child protection is always evolving and government guidance seems to impose continual change and
challenge. Specialist Safeguarding Consultant, Andrew Hall explains how his ‘Advanced Safeguarding Workshop for
Designated Leads’ helps school develop outstanding safeguarding to keep all children and young people safe from
harm.
This Advanced Safeguarding workshop is an ideal opportunity to find out about the latest guidance, collaborate with
colleagues and identify priorities for action. This workshop is suitable for Headteachers and Deputy Heads, Designated
Safeguarding Leads, Safeguarding Team Members, Learning Mentors and Family Liaison Workers.
The aims of this workshop are:
• Understanding of the signs and symptoms of child abuse including a deeper understanding of neglect
• The latest additional safeguarding concerns
• Strategies to raise awareness in staff
• The legislative framework and statutory compliance
• Understanding safeguarding risks
• Thinking the Unthinkable
• Learning the lessons from Serious Case Reviews
• Creating best practice systems and procedures
• Key elements of a professional code of conduct
• The role of the Designated Safeguarding Lead

Audience:

Headteachers and Deputy Heads, Designated Safeguarding Leads, Safeguarding
Team Members, Learning Mentors and Family Liaison Workers

Should you be interested in working with Andrew Hall on Safeguarding training, please contact us about this
at ccritchley@bfet.uk
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Educational Psychologist
The Alliance for Learning Child and Educational Psychologist (Dr Jude Joughin)
can support children and young people (aged 2 – 19) who are experiencing
difficulties that are preventing them from achieving their potential.
Jude offers a variety of educational psychology services including:
• Assessment
• Interventions (advice or direct work)
• Consultation and advice to school support staff
• Work with parents / carers
• Training and development of staff
• Whole school development programmes
• Supervision to staff
• Advice on policy and procedure
• Research projects
If your school is waiting a long time for this service then look no further.
Schools can commission as much or as little educational psychology support as
is necessary, tailored to meet school needs and the needs of the pupils.
Prices start at £500 per full day inclusive of all costs. Please
contact us to discuss your requirements further.
For more information on child and educational psychology please
visit Jude’s website: https://fspsychology.co.uk/
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Emotional Wellbeing Audits
The Alliance for Learning Emotional Wellbeing Audit is based on the Sandwell Well- being Charter Mark
which has been co-developed by Educational Psychologists and Sandwell Council’s Public Health
Department as a way to recognise the promotion of positive mental health and wellbeing in Sandwell
schools.
Our Alliance for Learning audit addresses the wellbeing and
mental health of all those in the school community by gathering
the views of parents, staff, and pupils.
Our audit takes into account a wealth of good practice and we
look at the eight principles described by Public Health England.
We also aim to ensure that schools are active, happy
places for all.

Leadership

It requires collaboration with the Senior Leadership Team
within the school, using an action research approach to engage
and support the school through the process.

Benefits of an audit:
•
Supports a whole school approach that embeds the promotion of
well-being throughout the culture of the school and curriculum
•

Allows staff to reflect on and consider the curriculum offer, which promotes emotional wellbeing

•

Considers the experiences and views of pupils, parents and staff

•

Allows specific strategies and ideas to be reflected into an action plan

•

Accesses specialist knowledge and resources from the audit team

•

Considers the wellbeing offers at a wave 1, 2 and 3 level and offers ideas for further development

•

You will receive a full written report

The audit usually lasts two days and costs £1250
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Secondary school TQUK Level 3
Emergency First Aid at Work
This one-day course is for learners to attain knowledge and practical competencies required to deal with a range of
first aid situations in secondary schools or other adult orientated workplaces.
It provides learners with the opportunity to develop skills, knowledge and understanding to enable them to provide
appropriate care and manage life-threatening conditions, minor illness and injuries.
This course is designed for people who want to receive training in emergency first aid and is especially suited for
nominated first aiders in smaller, low risk working environments. Our courses offer a practical, hands-on approach
that delivers the skills and confidence to use first aid skills in a real life situation.
Learners must:
• be physically able to carry out the practical elements of the course
• attend all sessions to be eligible for assessment.
The purpose of the TQUK Level 3 Award in Emergency First Aid at Work (RQF) is for the learner to attain knowledge
and practical competences required to deal with a range of workplace first aid situations. It provides learners with
the opportunity to develop skills, knowledge
and understanding to enable them to provide appropriate care and manage life threatening conditions, minor illness
and injuries. Learners will have the knowledge and skills required to provide Emergency First Aid in an occupational
setting in a prompt, safe and effective manner to meet the requirements of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) First
Aid Regulations.
The objectives of the qualification include supporting a role in the workplace and giving learners personal growth
and engagement in learning. The qualification is usually delivered as a one-day programme of training and
assessment for learners in work or preparing
to work to allow them be first aiders in the workplace (low risk environments).

Audience:

Anyone working in a secondary school setting or another private or public organisation

Cost:

£130

Facilitated by:

Dawn Mitchell

Please contact us for more information on dates and times
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Supervision
Teachers, teaching assistants, learning mentors and other pastoral staff working in schools, colleges and
alternative educational settings are currently supporting children, young people and their families on a regular
basis, often with complex social and psychological, as well as learning-related, issues. The challenges that
children and young people face in their everyday lives clearly have an impact on their ability to access and engage
with their learning, listening and attending to these issues is part of the daily work of many education
professionals.
A pressurised school environment often does not provide the opportunity for de- stressing, reflecting or
monitoring professional and personal responses to distressed pupils, fraught parents and complex
situations such as child protection matters.
For professions with high ratio of client contact, supervision can provide a separate space in which to reflect on
professional practice and personal responses. Paying attention to the professional and personal needs of staff
enables them to recharge their batteries and maintain enthusiasm for the work. As well as helping the
individual, the benefit to the organisation is less stressed staff and a reduction in staff absenteeism.
If you think a member of your staff or a group would benefit from supervision with an experienced
supervisor and would like further information, please contact us on the details below. Safeguarding leads
have found this training particularly beneficial.
We offer competitive rates, please contact us to discuss your requirements further.
£110 for 90 mins / 4 staff
£70 per hour for individual staff session
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RACE,
DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION
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Let’s Talk About Race
A 2 hour online training session facilitated by Vini Lander, Professor of Race and Education at Leeds Beckett University in
partnership with the Alliance for Learning.
This session will
1.Develop participants knowledge and understanding about race and racism
2.Support participants’ identification of their own starting points with respect to race and racism
3.Develop participants to move from their identified starting points
4.Support participants to identify actions to establish more inclusive institutional processes.
5.Develop participants’ understanding of white privilege and how it manifests itself.
6.Support participants to identify actions to decolonise the curriculum

Session Outline
• Introduction
• Starting points
• The Context: terminology and statistics
• Brief history of race in Britain
• Some theory
• Some research
• Why do we need change?
• Action and change
• Questions and discussion
In preparation for the session, participants are asked to read these two articles – article 1 and article 2

Timings
Date

: Tuesday 5th October 2021

Time

: 4.00 - 6.00pm

Via

: Online

Cost

: £35 per person

Speaker Biography – please click here to read more about Vini and her work.
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Race, Diversity & Inclusion Leadership Programme
We are delighted to be working in partnership with All-in Education to deliver a half day Race, Diversity and Inclusion
Leadership Programme. The session aims to raise awareness and building knowledge of D&I, race and biases and
implementing changes in real-time. This two-pronged approach ensures maximum impact and value for money.
The Programme will equip the Senior Leadership Teams with a solid understanding of what diversity and inclusion mean, the
barriers faced by under-represented groups, different types of bias and how they manifest themselves in behaviours and in
systems, such as culture, recruitment and talent management. The programme also explores how staff can manage inclusion in
their school, through developing inclusive behaviours and by implementing changes to systems, processes and policies.
The aim of the second half of the programme is to identify key areas in the school that have the biggest impact on achieving
greater diversity and a more inclusive workplace. Through a deep-dive into these areas the facilitator will help the Senior
Leadership Team to identify biases that can be eradicated and recommend changes for more inclusive systems, processes and
policies.
Some pre-programme work will be required: Questionnaire to gauge levels of D&I awareness and opportunity to put forward
questions, some light pre-reading and Implicit Association Tests (IAT) – All attendees take race, gender and a third optional IAT
test. The results are for attendees own learning but if they choose to share their results there will be an opportunity to do this in
the session
Part 1 – Training Session
• Building knowledge around D&I – explore barriers to under-represented groups, diversity of thought and experience and
moving towards the academy speaking with one voice about D&I
• The Inclusion Illusion – inner and outer circles, different bias and discrimination, unconscious bias and mitigations
• Becoming an inclusive leader – inclusive leadership and What’s In It For You
• Exploring system changes to increase diversity and creating an inclusive workplace
• Identify relevant business areas and processes areas to deep dive into in the Facilitated Consultancy Session

• Part 2 – Facilitated Consultancy Session
• Conduct deep dive into priority areas identified in the Training Session e.g. talent management and appointments
• Agreeing and committing to organisational change

Dates: Thursday 3rd February and Thursday 3rd March 2022
Time: Both sessions will take place from 9:30am – 12:30pm
Venue: Online
Facilitators: Johan Jensen, Director of All-in Education and Louise Ishani, All-in Education Associate
SPECIAL OFFER – 10% OFF if your school books a place on this course AND our Race, Diversity & Inclusion Teacher Training and
Planning Session
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Race, Diversity & Inclusion Teacher Training & Planning
We are delighted to be working in partnership with All-in Education to deliver a one-day Race, Diversity & Inclusion Teacher
Training and Planning Session to key staff involved in the design of the school curriculum.
The session will:
•
Build knowledge around diversity and inclusion and building the case for why teaching a diverse curriculum benefits
all students
•
Develop inclusive teaching styles
•
Move the school to taking a new approach to curriculum development and a new approach to inclusive teaching
•
Begin the work to develop a diverse and inclusive curriculum

Part 1 The Why

•
•
•

•

Who are you – looking at
ourselves?
Diversity in the curriculum:
Why reflect diversity? What
does it look like? Who is it
for?
What is the current
context: BLM,
homophobia, gender
inequality, disability
discrimination etc. How
does this impact our school
community?
Why do above aspects
matter when you are
delivering a diverse and
inclusive curriculum?

Part 2 - The How

•

•
•
•

Stereotype Threat &
Covering and its impact on
students’ ability to learn
and achieve
Unconscious bias in the
classroom
Common traps/pitfalls
Framework for system 2
thinking

Part 3. Getting started
(including a focus on using
input and feedback
from students and the
community)

•

•
•

•
•

Teaching D&I Critical
Analysis to enable inclusive
learning – case study of text
or extract that teachers bring
to the session to analyse

Part 4. Facilitated curriculum
development workshop

•

Begin the work to develop a
diverse and inclusive
curriculum

Curriculum auditing, planning
and resourcing
Measuring impact – pointers,
what is it that we want to
achieve with all of this? How
will we measure it? Include
D&I questions in pupil
surveys.
Keeping the curriculum
under review
Leading and influencing
colleagues – system 2
thinking as a framework

Training Dates & Times
Dates: Tuesday 16th November 2021
Time: 2.5 hours from 9:30am – 12.00pm, followed by 2.5 hours from 1.00pm – 3.30pm
Venue: Online
Cost: £150 per person
Facilitators
: Johan Jensen, Director of All-in Education and Louise Ishani, All-in Education Associate. Click here to read
their biographies
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SEND
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Special Educational Needs and
Disabilities (SEND) Reviews
The SEND Diagnostic Review is a tool for mainstream primary and secondary schools wishing to undertake a
rigorous partnership review to further develop their SEND provision. The audit tool includes an in-depth analysis of
the achievement and outcomes for SEND pupils, personal development, behaviour and welfare, the effectiveness
of leadership and management, the quality of teaching, learning and assessment.
The review can also focus on additional issues selected by the school such as the attendance of pupils with SEND and
the effectiveness of TA support.
By the end of the process the school will have effectively identified clear strengths and areas for further development
within their SEND provision which will then inform other aspects of school self-evaluation.
The review will be led by senior leaders/SEND SLEs from Melland High School which is a designated National Support
School and is commissioned by Manchester LA to
provide SEND support to other high schools. Melland High School is a strategic partner in the Alliance for Learning
and part of Bright Futures Educational Trust.

Programme Structure
The review usually takes place over two days and usually includes agreed paired activities with SLT members and
SENCOs from the commissioning school or academy. These review activities may include whole school learning walks,
lesson observations, individual pupil tracking and progress analysis in addition to face-to-face interviews with relevant
staff, governors, pupils, parent/carers and multi-agency representatives.
Following the review the SEND team create a detailed evaluative report highlighting the school’s strengths and
areas for development. There will always be the opportunity for follow-up additional support for SEND school
improvement priorities and potential action plans, setting out clear and precise objectives following the review.
To discuss or arrange a SEND Review please contact Lisa Fathers, via lfathers@aggs.bfet.uk
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Teaching and
Learning Offer
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Boosting Reading at Primary / Secondary
On return to school after closure some of your pupils may require catch-up provision in reading as part of your recovery
curriculum. Government guidance is advising schools to prioritise the identification of gaps and re-establish good progress in
phonics, reading and vocabulary. Boosting Reading @ Primary and Boosting Reading @ Secondary includes all of these
essential elements with a strong evidence base for targeted support for pupils reading just below the expected standard for their
age.
This two day training programme for teachers and teaching assistants aims to deepen pedagogical understanding on the
balanced reader, teach pupils a wide range of reading skills that are applied strategically and supports the use of high-quality
formative assessment to personalise learning.
There is a strong and consistent body of evidence demonstrating the benefit of one-to one tutoring using structured
interventions for children who are struggling with literacy (Improving Literacy in KS1, EEF)
Training Content:
A two day modular programme which includes:
• Understanding how pupils learn to read
• The BRP/BRS 3 part lesson structure
• Observing readers and analysing reading behaviours
• Learning to read and reading to learn
• Making links between BRP and other reading contexts to ensure a consistent approach
Training Format:
Two full days online with gap tasks between days. There will be a mix of synchronous and asynchronous activities to stimulate
high-quality professional dialogue and collaborative learning.
After completion of training and experience of co-ordinating and teaching pupils in BRP/BRS there will be an opportunity for
teachers to uplift to an accredited trainer status. Interested schools can contact Leah Freeman, National Leader NW for more
information.
Audience: Reading leads, intervention leads, teachers and teaching assistants
Cost of training is:
£200 per delegate (including a resource file)
£1200 per school for a bespoke version of this training with as many delegates as the school requires.

For more information and to book a place please contact: Leah Freeman,
leah.freeman@oasislimeside.org – Deputy Leader Oasis Innovation/Boosting Reading National
Leader/Reading Recovery Teacher Leader
This course is part of our exciting partnership with Oasis Innovation.
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Closing the Reading Gap Early – Fisher Family Trust
Wave 3 Intervention Training
In the short term, next academic year, there will be many pupils who will need to catch up due to learning loss with reading
after the disruption to school life caused by Coronavirus lockdowns. Current government guidance is advising schools to
prioritise the identification of gaps and re-establish good progress in phonics, reading, vocabulary and writing. FFT Wave 3
includes all of these essential elements within the lesson structure and our package also includes training in diagnostic
assessment to ensure high-quality information is collected.
Intervention format:
Fisher Family Trust Wave 3 (FFT) is a 12 – 20 week highly structured reading and writing intervention programme delivered by
Teaching Assistants and co-ordinated by teachers. Aimed at Year 1 and Year 2 pupils reading well below the expected
standard for their age in relation to national expectations in both reading and writing, this intervention programme will help to
close the reading gap early. This programme can also be used to intensify teaching for pupils in Y3 and 4 working at low
average in relation to national expectations.
The training will address effective:
• Implementation and analysis of selected assessment procedures
• Teaching of reading and writing in response to assessment analysis
• Tailoring of learning programmes to address individual pupil learning needs to ensure accelerated progress
• Critical reflection through observation of recorded lessons to stimulate professional dialogue

Training format: The course will be spread out over three days (or 6 half days if training is online):
• Day 1: Diagnostic Assessment and observing reading behaviour
• Day 2: The Reading Day
• Day 3: The Writing Day and getting started

Venue: This training will be delivered online
Audience: this is a TA led intervention but to ensure maximum impact back in school it is advised that a teacher
mentor/specialist reading teacher attend all 3 training days alongside their teaching assistant(s)
Cost of training is: £325 per delegate (includes a resource file worth £80)
£1800 per school for a bespoke version of this training with as many delegates as the school requires.

For more information and to book a place please contact: Leah Freeman,
leah.freeman@oasislimeside.org – Deputy Leader Oasis Innovation/Boosting Reading National
Leader/Reading Recovery Teacher Leader. This course forms part of an exciting partnership
with the Alliance for Learning and Oasis Innovation.
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Inference Training, Reading Really is Rocket Science!
A 1 day professional learning course to enable teachers and teaching assistants to implement a high-quality, structured and
evidence based reading comprehension intervention. This course will enable participants to deepen pedagogical understanding
on reading theory and the myriad of barriers that hinder reading for pleasure.
Training Content:
• Strengthen subject knowledge around complex barriers to reading for meaning
• Increase sensitivity towards pupils who are struggling and influence higher-quality teaching interactions
• Use assessment to inform teaching and learning
• Raise attainment for all pupils and accelerate learning of identified pupils
• Raise attainment through planning, assessment and target setting
Training format:
A 1 day course, split into 2 halves:
• am: Exploring theory and barriers to reading comprehension
• pm: Inference Training lesson structure

Venue: This training will be delivered online
Audience: English subject leaders, Reading leaders, KS2 Class Teachers, all KS3 teachers to prioritise disciplinary literacy and
teaching assistants
Cost of training is:
£180 for the first delegate from each school (includes a resource file worth £80)
£100 for each additional delegate from the same school

For more information and to book a place please contact: Leah Freeman,
leah.freeman@oasislimeside.org – Deputy Leader Oasis Innovation/Accredited Inference
Trainer/Boosting Reading National Leader/Reading Recovery Teacher Leader
This course is part of our exciting partnership with Oasis Innovation.
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Philosophy for Children (P4C) SAPERE
accredited two-day course
Philosophy for Children accelerates attainment as well as raising confidence and improving behaviour from Early Years through to KS4.
P4C is an active learning technique which gives children an opportunity to discuss big ideas in a safe and structured
way.
In a 2015 EEF efficacy trial, KS2 pupils who regularly did P4C made two additional months’ progress in reading
and maths. And KS2 pupils eligible for free school meals made four months’ additional progress in reading,
three in maths plus two in writing.
P4C was also found to have a positive influence on pupils’ confidence to speak, their listening skills, and their self-esteem.

Audience – All primary school teachers and secondary school teachers, fantastic for those teaching RSHE, Citizenship
and RS.
Date – Tuesday 1st February and Tuesday 1st March 2022
Time - 9.30am – 4.30pm
Venue - Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL
Cost - £250 per person
Facilitated by - Topsy Page

“Topsy Page’s training is excellent, it is based on research and fits in perfectly with
the reality of teaching in a turbulent climate. Staff have been inspired and refreshed by
her honest and knowledgeable approach.”
Headteacher, Manchester

Topsy is also available to conduct talk audits and any oracy training. The talk audits will include a full-day audit of the quality of
staff and pupil talk in your school. Analysis and tailored recommendations in a detailed report.
Topsy can also improve pupil-to-pupil dialogue, introduce Templates for Talk and improve questioning in lessons.
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New Teacher Subject Days
The PTI New Teacher Subject Days is a four-day course specifically designed for new teachers. The course offers
subject specific guidance on teaching strategies, access to subject based resources, and contact with the latest
academic research.
This course, made up of four Saturdays:
• is devised and run by experienced, practising teachers, ensuring it is relevant to the curriculum and classroom practice
• features guest speakers from leading universities and industry to help teachers engage with new pedagogical
approaches, up-to-date research and practical applications of their subject
• gives access to thousands of teaching resources in the PTI’s online staffroom
• provides new teachers with a network of peers and experienced teachers in their subject.

Benefits to schools
Now entering their eighth year, New Teacher Subject Days have consistently achieved fantastic feedback from participants
and their schools. Heads of department tell us that the benefits of the course extend throughout their department. The most
effective teachers are inspirational communicators with deep subject knowledge.
The Sutton Trust and Durham University reviewed over 200 pieces of educational research and identified two factors that
have the most impact on pupil learning and performance: teachers’ subject knowledge and quality of teaching. New
Teacher Subject Days directly target these two aspects of teaching practice.
As well as gaining resources from each day, participants will create, produce and implement an imaginative resource of
their own which is linked to a topic they have explored on the course. On the final day of the course, participants share
their resources and experiences of using them in the classroom. These resources are made available to participants
electronically, and are intended to be used within participants’ departments. The Learning Resource Assignment (LRA) can
contribute to the core standards portfolio of evidence for
NQTs who are compiling final end of year assessments. Participants are also given access to thousands of resources on the
PTI’s online Staffroom, normally only available to affiliated Schools Programme members.

Audience: Early career teachers or teachers who want to increase subject knowledge
Date: Saturday 27th November 2021, Saturday 22nd January 2022, Saturday 12th March 2022 and Saturday
14th May 2022
Time: 9.00am – 4.00pm
Venue: Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL
Cost: £425
Facilitated by: PTI and AGGS colleagues
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Raising Achievement in Boys
We are delighted to welcome one of the country’s leading authorities on raising achievement in boys’: Gary Wilson.
Gary Wilson is one of the country’s leading experts on raising boys’ achievement. He is a freelance education consultant,
speaker, trainer, author and former teacher of twenty-seven years. Gary has advised and delivered training in over a
thousand schools and over thirty LAs across the UK.
Boys’ motivation and attainment tend to lag behind those of girls from an early age. Yet many schools have
transformed the performance of their boys by employing a range of strategies, and have seen standards and
behaviour levels improve.
The day will be spent exploring all the barriers to boys’ achievement and effective strategies to break through the
barriers in ways that are not detrimental to girls.

Audience: All primary and secondary school teachers
Date: Wednesday 16th March 2022
Time: 9.30am – 4.00pm
Venue: Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL
Cost: £190
Facilitator: Gary Wilson

“An inspiration! Gary Wilson’s energy and skill was the highlight of my day.”
Delegates at ‘Breaking the Cycle’ Conference, Birmingham
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Reading Recovery Teaching Training
A continual professional development programme to develop teacher expertise in the
teaching of reading, accredited by the UCL Institute of Education. Hundreds of schools
across the UK use Reading Recovery as an early intervention strategy to reduce the
number of children experiencing literacy difficulties.
What is Reading Recovery?
Reading Recovery (RR) is an accredited school-based literacy programme for the lowest achieving children aged five or six,
which enables them to reach age-expected levels within 20 weeks. It involves a short series of one-to-one lessons for 30
minutes every day with a specially trained teacher. The programme is different for every child, starting with what the child knows
and what s/he needs to learn next. The focus of each lesson is to comprehend messages in reading, construct messages in
writing, and learn how to attend to detail without losing focus on meaning. Letter-sound relationships (phonics) are taught in
every lesson.
What does the research say?
Research shows that no other intervention achieves such positive, long-lasting results so swiftlyi. According to the Education
Endowment Foundation (EEF), there are only a handful of literacy catch-up programmes in the UK for which there is good
evidence of success. Of these, Reading Recovery receives the highest rankings for strength of evidence of impact given by
international and UK ‘What Works Centres’.ii Reading Recovery is most effective when it forms an integrated part of literacy
provision in schools.

Intervention Format:
· Children with literacy difficulties are identified earlier than at present, and the programme offers a means of resolving these
difficulties
· The lowest attaining children succeed in literacy
· The attainment gap for disadvantaged children is closed, not just narrowed
· As a result, attainment rises for all pupils, not just those receiving one-to-one help
· A highly skilled literacy expert shares their knowledge with the whole school staff
· Access to detailed diagnostic assessment is provided, helping to determine the learning needs of the few children who need
longer-term support
· The demand for costly special educational needs (SEN) provision is reduced

Training Format:
An Initial Professional Development year (IPD) – this is the most intense training year including 1.5 days diagnostic assessment
training and 18 half-day training sessions including live lesson observation at the one-way viewing screen.
Your specialist Reading Recovery teacher working out of class for a minimum of 0.6 and teaching at least 4 pupils per cohort
1:1, daily for 30 minutes each lesson. This teacher will lead on in-house training to integrate Reading Recovery pedagogy and
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develop a whole school collective understanding on what works for pupils with literacy difficulties. They will also work to align
classroom teaching, phonics and reading intervention.
The training model unique to Reading Recovery is that of ongoing PD, collegiate support and critical reflection on teaching
through observation of live lessons. All Reading Recovery teachers are expected to teach for colleagues behind the one-way
viewing screen at the training centre (this will commence again as soon as it is safe to do so). Following successful completion
of the first training year, your specialist Reading Recovery teacher will attend Continuing Professional Development (CPD) to
further deepen pedagogical understanding on the science of reading, and to maintain accredited status.

Dates for 2021/22: To be discussed with participating schools
Audience: Experienced class teachers with QTS who are already leading on reading or with a view to leading reading across
school. All training is at Masters Level – a desire to engage in current research evidence is essential
Cost: Initial Professional Development (IPD) £3115 (including £115 registration fee with the IOE).
For subsequent years, following completion of IPD – Continuing Professional Development (CPD) £1200.

For more information and to book a place please contact: Leah Freeman,
leah.freeman@oasislimeside.org – Deputy Leader Oasis Innovation/Boosting Reading National
Leader/Reading Recovery Teacher Leader
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/reading-recovery-europe/sites/reading-recoveryeurope/files/the_impact_of_reading_recovery_ten_years_after_intervention_hurry_and_fridkin.pdf
https://www.eif.org.uk/files/pdf/realising-the-potential-of-early-intervention.pdf
http://www.eli-net.eu/good-practice/examples-of-good-practice/detail/project/reading-recovery
https://www.evidence4impact.org.uk/interventions/979 https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/EvidenceSnapshot/420
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SLE Core Training
Specialist Leaders of Education (SLEs) are outstanding senior and middle leaders who have the skills to support
individuals and teams in similar positions in other schools.
The training involves one full day core training session and focuses around understanding the current climate of
school to school support, recognising the importance of emotional intelligence and developing a skills set to become
an effective SLE.
The core aims of the programme are:
• Understand the principles of system leadership
• Explain the context of the SLE role within a school to school support system
• Understand how to carry out the SLE role effectively
• Enhance coaching skills
• Highlight the importance of emotional intelligence throughout the process
Senior HMI Vincent Ashworth is joining us on this day to provide expert advice about the new
Ofsted Framework with a focus on curriculum.

Audience:

Newly appointed SLEs

Date:

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON DATES AND ARRANGEMENTS, PLEASE CONTACT LFATHERS@BFET.UK

Time:

9.30am – 3.30pm

Venue:

Altrincham Grammar School for Girls, Cavendish Road, Bowdon, Altrincham, WA14 2NL

Cost:

£120

Facilitated by:

Lisa Fathers

You will be invited to attend this if you have a successful interview. Experienced
SLEs are welcome to join us for the afternoon session.
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Bespoke CPD
To meet the needs of schools and to be really flexible we
understand that time is precious and it is not always feasible
to release staff to attend our programmes, which is why our
in-house training service allows you as much flexibility as
you need, whether you’re looking to have an existing course
delivered in your school or if you want something completely
customised. Our in-house service gives you that flexibility to
train groups of staff on important topics cost effectively.
We are happy to explore any of the courses in this brochure delivered
in a different way, for example; at your school as part of an INSET
day or a twilight. You will also be aware that we have over 100
SLEs with many different specialisms who also deliver training on
a wide variety of topics that are not covered in this brochure.
You can discuss any bespoke CPD with
ccritchley@aggs.bfet or 0161 912 5913.
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The Maths Hubs programme brings together mathematics education professionals in a
collaborative national network of 37 hubs, each locally led by an outstanding school or college, to
develop and spread excellent practice, for the benefit of all pupils and students.
The core purpose of Maths Hubs is to help schools and colleges lead improvement in
mathematics education in England. They seek to harness all the maths leadership and expertise
within an area, to develop and spread excellent practice, for the benefit of all pupils and students.
They are part of the wider development of school-led system leadership in England.
Our Maths Hub is a partnership, led locally by Altrincham Grammar School for Girls and is part of
our wider offer. We identify strategic partners, who help plan and evaluate the hub’s work, and
operational partners. So, our Maths Hub is very much a maths leadership network involving
schools, colleges and other organisations with maths education expertise from across our area.
For more information about our maths hub and the courses they
offer please visit: http://allianceforlearning.co.uk/nw1-mathshub/introduction/
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The Alliance for Learning Teacher Training
Programmes
The Alliance for Learning SCITT is a dynamic, high-quality teacher training provider offering a range of school-based
routes into teaching in the Early Years, Primary and Secondary sectors.
We offer the following routes into teaching:
•
School Centred Initial Teacher Training (SCITT) in primary and secondary
•
Graduate employment-based Early Years Teacher Status
•
Researchers in Schools

Early Years Teacher Status (EYTS)
This is an employment-based route for candidates who are currently employed in an Early Years setting.
Entry Criteria
•
A level 6 degree or above.
•
A grade C/4 GCSE (or equivalent) in English, Maths and Science.
•
Employment in Early years (at least 15 hours per week).
Fees and Funding
•
The government will pay tuition fees of £7,000 in full – no cost to the student or setting.
•
Employers receive £7,000 to support the trainee during their training year, to cover trainee absences due to
training and to cover time for a mentor to support the trainee. We will provide mentor training.
The Training Programme
• The training programme runs from the end of September to July and is based on trainees’ practice in their current
setting.
• Trainees attend 16 training days across the year at the Alliance for Learning, based at Altrincham Grammar School
for Girls.
• Trainees will spend 4 weeks over the year in a contrasting setting to ensure they have experience in all age ranges
from 0 – 5 years.
• Assessment is through observations of the trainees’ work and they will produce a portfolio of evidence that shows
they are meeting and exceeding the Early Years Teachers’ Standards.
For further information and to apply, please contact admin@allianceforlearning.com.uk
http://allianceforlearning.co.uk/scitt/our-programmes/early-years-teacher-status-eyts/
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Primary PGCE (with QTS)
Primary 3-7 years PGCE (with QTS) – UCAS Course Code G844
A one–year full-time course for candidates wishing to specialise in the 3-7 age range. Trainees will complete teaching
placements in the Early Years Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1.
Primary 5-11 years PGCE (with QTS) – UCAS Course Code 2JYL
A one–year full-time course for those wishing to specialise in the 5-11 age range. Trainees will complete teaching
placements in two schools which includes a Key Stage 1 and a Key Stage 2 placement plus the opportunity for gaining
experience in EYFS and Key Stage 3.
Our Primary ITT programmes lead to Qualified Teacher Status and the award of PGCE from our Russell Group Partner, the
University of Manchester and 60 Masters level credits. *
*The PGCE route is only open to applicants with a degree classification of 2.2 or higher. Please ask about the non PGCE
route.
Entry Criteria
• A UK undergraduate degree (or NARIC-verified equivalent) 2.2 or higher.
• A grade C/4 or above in GCSE English, maths and science (or equivalent).
Fees
Fees for this route are £9,250.
Note: a small number of trainees choose to complete the programme without a PGCE. Fees for this route are £6,250.
Depending on your circumstances, you may be eligible for:
• Tuition fee and maintenance loan.
• Additional financial support if you are a parent or have a disability.
To Apply
Please apply through UCAS at http://www.ucas.com/apply/teacher-training
Alliance for Learning UCAS Provider Codes: UCAS Provider Code G65
Contact us at admin@allianceforlearning.co.uk for further information. http://allianceforlearning.co.uk/scitt/ourprogrammes/primary-pgce-with-qts/

Secondary Education PGCE (with QTS)
Our Secondary ITT programme leads to Qualified Teacher Status and the award of PGCE from our Russell Group Partner,
the University of Manchester and 60 Masters level credits.
You will experience at least two schools settings and receive extensive support and guidance from mentors, tutors and
teachers throughout. Various subjects are available.
Fees
Fees for this route are £9,250.
Note: a small number of trainees choose to complete the programme without a PGCE. Fees for this route are £6,250.
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Bursaries and scholarships
Depending on your circumstances, you may be eligible for:
• Tax-free bursary or scholarship
• Tuition fee and Maintenance Loan
• Additional financial support if you are a parent or have a disability
Full details are available here at Get Into Teaching.
To Apply
Please apply through UCAS at http://www.ucas.com/apply/teacher-training
Alliance for Learning UCAS Provider Codes: UCAS Provider Code G65
For further information visit
http://allianceforlearning.co.uk/scitt/our-programmes/secondary-education-pgce-with-qts/ Or contact us at
admin@allianceforlearning.co.uk

QTS for Teaching Assistants
With the Alliance for Learning School Direct Salaried route, graduate Teaching Assistants are able to gain Qualified
Teaching Status whilst they continue to work in your schools. This is an excellent way to upskill and retain your staff.
TAs would be employed as unqualified teachers by you during their ITT year and would need to attend training days in
Altrincham on various Fridays throughout the year. They would also need to attend a 4 week contrasting placement in an
alternative school.
Depending on the subject and sector, some government funding is available to support this.
Fees for this route are £6,250.
Contact us at admin@allianceforlearning.co.uk for further information.

Researchers in Schools Programme
Researchers in Schools is a unique route into teaching for PhD researchers.
The programme aim is that RIS participants utilise their subject knowledge, research skills and academic background to the
benefit of pupils and teachers in state schools – closing the attainment gap and improving university access.
They are usually employed by secondary schools in EBacc subject areas for a three-year programme
The Researchers in Schools (RIS) head office provides specific training that enables participants to add value to their
schools in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Delivery of an impactful Pupil Premium intervention for most-able pupils
Engagement with and promotion of evidence-informed teaching practice
Dissemination of subject expertise within the school context
Championing of university access for pupils from non-selective state schools

For further information, visit https://researchersinschools.org/researchers-in-schools/info-for-schools/ Or contact us at
admin@allianceforlearning.co.uk
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Subject Leader Networks
The Alliance for Learning have several established networking groups that meet on a regular basis with the aim of
providing subject leaders from across the North West opportunities to:
• Collaborate and form long lasting useful relationships with colleagues
• Share news about the latest national, regional and local subject news, discuss ‘hot topics’, share good practice, top
tips and ideas
• Develop a sharing culture by providing opportunities for debate, discussion, exchange of knowledge, sharing of
best practice, as well as acquiring new skills and teaching strategies
• Provide subject specific professional development opportunities
• Reduce workload through the sharing of planning, policies, best practice

Our hubs include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACT Citizenship Hub
Alliance for Learning English Hub (Secondary)
Alliance for Learning RSHE Hub – IS THIS NOW THE RSHE HUB
Alliance for Learning Teaching & Learning
Bingley Computing Hub
Mersey and Warrington Computing Hub
NW1 Maths Hub
The Arch English Hub (Primary)
Turing NW Maths Hub
West Yorkshire and North West Computing Hub

If you are interested in participating in any of these networks please contact ccritchley@bfet.uk for
information on dates, venues and timings.
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The Alliance for Learning
Altrincham Grammar School for Girls
Cavendish Road
Bowdon
Altrincham
WA14 2NL
T: 0161 912 5912
W: www.allianceforlearning.co.uk
T: @AFLpartners
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